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INTRODUCTION

The first variolation believed to have occurred in the United States is said to have been performed in Boston in 1721. Resistance to vaccination began just as early. For example, across the Atlantic in 1722, Anglican Reverend Edmund Massey preached “[a] sermon against the dangerous and sinful practice of inoculation” at St. Andrew Church, Holborn in London. In this sermon he opined that, among its other problems, inoculation was a “diabolical operation.”

Unfortunately, individuals like Massey represented only the beginning of vaccine skepticism in the West. Even while early proponents of inoculation and vaccination included prominent figures such as Louis Pasteur, and Presidents John Adams and Thomas Jefferson, the struggle to convince the population to protect itself against deadly diseases began nearly as soon as the vaccine was first conceived.

* Candidate for Juris Doctor, Notre Dame Law School, 2022; Artium Baccalaureus in Politics with Certificates in Latin American Studies and Spanish Language and Literature, Princeton University, 2016. First, thank you to my family for their support and guidance. Thank you to my readers—especially Momma, Britt, and JLEG. Thank you also to Professor Nicole Garnett for her advice regarding the constitutionality of my proposed amendments to VACA 2019. All errors are my own.
1 Ira M. Rutko, Zabdiel Boylston and Smallpox Inoculations, 136 ARCH. SURG. 1213 (2001). Variolation is defined by the Merriam-Webster Dictionary as “the deliberate inoculation of an uninfected person with the smallpox virus (as by contact with pustular matter) that was widely practiced before the era of vaccination as prophylaxis against the severe form of smallpox.” Variolation, MERRIAM-WEBSTER DICTIONARY, https://www.merriam-webster.com/medical/variolation (last visited May 8, 2021).
2 Edmund Massey, Lecturer at St. Andrew at Holborn, A Sermon Against the Dangerous and Sinful Practice of Inoculation (July 8, 1722).
3 Id.; see also Alexander Mucevic et al., The Anti-vaccination Movement: A Regression in Modern Medicine, CUREUS (July 3, 2018), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6122668/.
4 For example, in 1806, President Thomas Jefferson wrote to Dr. G. C. Jenner, a member of the famous family who had perfected the smallpox vaccine: “Medecine [sic] has never before produced any single improvement of such utility . . . You have erased from the calendar of human afflictions one of its greatest.” Letter from President Thomas Jefferson, to Doctor G. C. Jenner (May 14, 1806) (on file with the College of Physicians of Philadelphia).
Following a similar trajectory, public opinion toward vaccination in the United States has vacillated. As such, both courts and Congress have actively sought to explain the status of vaccination law in the United States. With respect to compulsory vaccination for school attendance, state law controls. Supreme Court precedent allows states to utilize their police power to regulate vaccination law. Additionally, courts exhibit a strong deference to local health ordinances.

Leaving these decisions to the states, however, has resulted in a checkerboard of vaccination matriculation requirements for public elementary and secondary school entry across the country. While some states’ requirements are stringent—prohibiting all non-medical vaccination exemptions—other states’ requirements fall to the opposite side of the spectrum. Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, school matriculation vaccine exemptions had been credited with outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases such as measles, mumps, and chickenpox.5

Clarifying the role of mandatory vaccinations for school matriculation in the United States is timely. The world is currently experiencing its first pandemic in over 100 years. Concurrently, several vaccines have been approved for emergency use in the United States by the United States Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”). Thus, a salient question emerges: how do schools—whose role in the transmission of Covid-19 is still not completely understood—play a part in preventing the transmission of infectious diseases?6 This brings to mind the parallel points regarding America’s ability to effectively address school safety in the wake of future pandemics or outbreaks, as well as the ability to keep schools open and competitive during future health crises. With these objectives in mind, this Note argues for the implementation of a congressional response to lenient, state-controlled, school matriculation vaccination exemptions.

This congressional response would standardize vaccination exemptions for school matriculation across the country. Although a federal response was previously attempted by some members of Congress and suggested by some scholars,7 these suggestions have not gained traction. This Note contends that previous proposals failed because they did not allow states to preserve religious vaccination exemptions for school matriculation. As such, this Note revises one previous attempt to legislate

5 A famous recent outbreak of a vaccine-preventable disease is the 2015 measles outbreak, also known as the “Disneyland Outbreak.” This outbreak resulted in 125 measles cases. See, e.g., Maimuna S. Majumder et al., Substandard Vaccination Compliance and the 2015 Measles Outbreak, 169 JAMA PEDIATRICS 494 (May 2015); Jennifer Zipprich et al., Measles Outbreak: California, December 2014–December 2015, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION (Feb. 20, 2015), https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6406a5.htm. This outbreak included the infection of twelve patients who were “too young to be vaccinated.” Zipprich et al., supra.

6 As of September 18, 2020, the World Health Organization released the following guidance regarding Covid-19 transmission in schools:

   The role of children in [the] transmission [of Covid-19] is not yet fully understood. To date, few outbreaks involving children or schools have been reported. However, the small number of outbreaks reported among teaching or associated staff to date suggests that spread of Covid-19 within educational settings may be limited.


7 See infra Section I.B.v.
mandatory school vaccination: The Vaccinate All Children Act of 2019 (“VACA 2019”).

As written, VACA 2019 does not allow for religious exemptions. Instead, it eliminates all non-medical vaccination exemptions. This is a fatal flaw. For various reasons, such a statute would never pass through a divided Congress. Rather, the solution to America’s checkerboard of vaccination requirements is congressional legislation that allows for religious exemptions but not for philosophical objections. This approach provides the most cogent response to constitutional and partisanship concerns, all while preserving the religious liberties of individuals who believe that vaccination is against their religion.

This Note argues that Congress should enact a federal statute to control vaccination laws across state lines, thus standardizing religious vaccination exemptions across the United States. It argues that these goals can be accomplished by amending the failed VACA 2019 with a new act: Vaccinate All Children Act of 2021 (“VACA 2021”). VACA 2021 would permit religious vaccination exemptions, standardizing the process across states and providing clear administrative guidelines for the renewal of these exemptions. VACA 2021 would also preserve states’ rights to determine whether or not they wish to allow non-medical vaccination exemptions in the first instance; it would do this by containing an “opt-out” provision by which states would retain the choice to ban all non-medical vaccination exemptions for public school matriculation.

This Note proceeds in four sections. Section I discusses the scope of the problem created by state-controlled vaccination policies. Section I.A reviews the trajectory of mandatory vaccination jurisprudence for school matriculation in the United States. Section I.B reviews vaccine exemptions. Section I.B.i discusses the resurgence of the anti-vaccination movement prior to the Covid-19 pandemic. Section I.B.ii defines the vaccination exemptions that exist in the current political landscape and provides some examples. Section I.B.iii studies Mississippi, a state that has eliminated all non-medical vaccination exemptions. Section I.B.iv analyzes the patterns that emerge from across different states’ exemption statutes and the current trajectory of the law. Section I.B.v discusses previous scholarship that has addressed legislative responses to mandatory vaccination for school matriculation at both a federal and state level.

Section II lays the foundation for the government’s ability to regulate vaccination requirements across the states. Section II.A discusses the federal government’s power to regulate public health and how Congress can do so. Section II.B discusses the limitations on that authority and the methods by which congressional action may be found unconstitutional.

Section III introduces VACA 2019. Section III.A discusses VACA 2019 and the debate surrounding its language. Section III.B analyzes why VACA 2019 is not a feasible solution, laying out the various problems raised by VACA 2019 as written. Section III.B.i discusses the constitutional and public policy concerns raised by VACA 2019. Section III.B.ii addresses both the partisan challenges and the prospective conflicts with state laws presented by VACA 2019.

---

9 See infra Section III.B.
Section IV proposes three revisions to VACA 2019. Section IV.A proposes the religious exemption language Section IV.B creates the provision which would protect states that have current legislation or that choose to exercise the “opt-out” provision. Section IV.C defines the relevant terms created in these new provisions. This Note concludes by calling for the immediate adoption of VACA 2021. Afterwards, the Appendix includes the full text of the VACA 2021.

I. HISTORY OF MANDATORY VACCINATIONS

A. COMPULSORY VACCINATION JURISPRUDENCE

United States legislation regulating mandatory vaccination began in Massachusetts. In 1809, Cambridge, Massachusetts enacted a vaccination law in response to a smallpox outbreak. Four years later, vaccination was addressed at a national level when Congress enacted “An Act to Encourage Vaccination.” This Act created the first National Vaccine Agency which guaranteed access to the smallpox vaccine.

By the late nineteenth century, compulsory vaccination laws in the United States had become more common, appearing in several states including New York and Massachusetts. Although mandatory vaccination was litigated, early litigation focused on “alleged ill-treatment or negligence in exposure by persons under treatment or in vaccination, less because of any claim that [mandatory] vaccination was improper or illegal.”

The issue of vaccination as a prerequisite for school attendance did not arise until the mid-nineteenth century. In the 1860s, the rise of compulsory education led to a convergence of vaccination laws and education in the United States. This was because mandatory school attendance, along with the societal prevalence of smallpox, led to large outbreaks in schools.

It would take more than sixty years, however, before mandatory vaccination requirements in any context reached the Supreme Court. Thus, the Supreme Court faced an issue of first impression in 1905 in Jacobson v. Massachusetts. There, the Court reviewed a Massachusetts law that gave municipal boards of health the authority to require the vaccination of people older than twenty-one against smallpox. The Massachusetts law stated that:

---

11 An Act to Encourage Vaccination, ch. 37, 2 Stat. 806 (1813), repealed by An Act to Repeal the Act to Encourage Vaccination, ch. 50, 3 Stat. 677 (1922).
14 Id. at 133.
17 197 U.S. 11 (1905).
18 Id. at 12.
[T]he board of health of a city or town if, in its opinion, it is necessary for
the public health or safety shall require and enforce the vaccination and
revaccination of all the inhabitants thereof and shall provide them with the
means of free vaccination. Whoever, being over twenty-one years of age
and not under guardianship, refuses or neglects to comply with such
requirement shall forfeit five dollars.\textsuperscript{19}

In February 1902, Cambridge, Massachusetts implemented its own statute in
response to a smallpox outbreak.\textsuperscript{20} The statute ordered anyone who had not received
a vaccination since March 1, 1897 to be vaccinated or revaccinated.\textsuperscript{21} Jacobson
argued that forcible vaccination was an abrogation of his constitutional rights laid out
in the Preamble of the Constitution and the Privileges and Immunities Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{22}

The Court held that Massachusetts had the power to forcibly vaccinate
Jacobson.\textsuperscript{23} The Court stated that “the police power of a state must be held to
embrace, at least, such reasonable regulations established directly by legislative
enactment as will protect the public health and the public safety.”\textsuperscript{24} The Court did
not, however, define the bounds of these public health goals.

Additionally, the Court commented on the importance of vaccination law. While opining on the situation specific to smallpox, the Court announced in dicta:

We are not prepared to hold that a minority, residing or remaining in any
city or town where smallpox is prevalent, and enjoying the general
protection afforded by an organized local government, may thus defy the
will of its constituted authorities . . . . If such be the privilege of a minority,
then a like privilege would belong to each individual of the community, and
the spectacle would be presented of the welfare and safety of an entire
population being subordinated to the notions of a single individual who
chooses to remain a part of that population. We are unwilling to hold it to
be an element in the liberty secured by the Constitution of the United States
that one person, or a minority of persons, residing in any community and
enjoying the benefits of its local government, should have the power thus
to dominate the majority when supported in their action by the authority of
the State.\textsuperscript{25}

These comments suggest that the definition of a “public health goal” is one that
protects the health of the majority of citizens.\textsuperscript{26} Additionally, the comments
underscore a fundamental problem raised by vaccination law: compliance by a
majority of the population is required to achieve herd immunity for the population.

As such, the \textit{Jacobson} Court limited the individual’s freedom to act in the face of a
state experiencing a public health crisis. By doing this, the Court allowed the state,

\textsuperscript{19} Id. (quoting chap. 75 § 137 of The Revised Laws of Massachusetts Commonwealth).
\textsuperscript{20} Id. at 22.
\textsuperscript{21} Id.
\textsuperscript{22} Id. at 13–14.
\textsuperscript{23} Id. at 39.
\textsuperscript{24} Id. at 25.
\textsuperscript{25} Id. at 37–38.
\textsuperscript{26} Natalie A. Dana, Article, \textit{Compulsory Vaccination Laws: Searching for a Policy-Making Process
Immune to Bias}, 37 SETON HALL LEGIS. J. 1, 6 (2012).
with the goal of achieving the “welfare, comfort, and safety of the many,” to “not permit the interests of the many to be subordinated to the wishes or convenience of the few.”

This analysis is not to suggest that the Jacobson Court ignored the rights of individual citizens. The Court noted that a local community or a state’s power might infringe on individual rights in an “arbitrary” and “unreasonable manner,” or that power might “go so far beyond what was reasonably required for the safety of the public.” Such actions, the Court said, would “authorize or compel the courts to interfere for the protection of such persons.” Even with this strong endorsement of judicial intervention to prevent state encroachments upon individual rights, however, the Court gave no guidance as to how the reasonableness of a state or municipality’s actions was to be measured or the remedies that a court could or should take to rectify the violation of a citizens’ rights.

The next Supreme Court case in vaccination jurisprudence was the 1922 case of Zucht v. King. Zucht involved a San Antonio, Texas mandate that required vaccination prior to school entry. The local ordinance provided that “no child or other person shall attend a public school or other place of education without having first presented a certificate of vaccination.” When the student in question failed to show such a certificate and refused to submit to vaccination, she was excluded from her local public school.

The student argued that the compulsory vaccination law amounted to a deprivation of her liberty since she was being required to submit to a vaccination against her will. In an opinion by Justice Brandeis, the Court reaffirmed the police power of the state established in Jacobson. The Court further stated “that in the exercise of police power reasonable classification may be freely applied, and that regulation is not violative of the [E]qual [P]rotection [C]lause merely because it is not all-embracing.” Thus, the Court held that the law did not deny the plaintiff equal protection and upheld the rights of the state to regulate school entry.

At the same time that courts were determining states’ rights to dictate vaccination requirements, they were also considering parents’ rights to dictate the lives of their children—even when a parent’s desired form of childrearing might be contrary to the law. In a case factually unrelated to vaccines, the Supreme Court addressed a legal guardian’s right to make decisions on behalf of her ward. Specifically, Prince v. Massachusetts dealt with child labor. The plaintiff was Sarah Prince, a devout Jehovah’s Witness. On December 18, 1941, Prince prepared to distribute leaflets to the public in an attempt to raise donations for her church on a

27 Jacobson, 197 U.S. at 29.
28 Id. at 28.
29 Id.
31 Id. at 175.
32 Id.
33 Id.
34 Id. at 176.
35 Id. at 177.
36 Id.
37 Bucchieri, supra note 12, at 273.
39 Id. at 161.
public sidewalk in Brockton, Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{40} Her children and her niece requested to accompany her.\textsuperscript{41} For this incident, Massachusetts charged Prince with a violation of its child labor laws.\textsuperscript{42} These laws prohibited women under the age of eighteen from distributing printed material in public places and imposed criminal liability on the individual who provided the printed material to the minor and allowed the minor to work.\textsuperscript{43}

Prince argued that her niece was “exercising her God-given right and her constitutional right to preach the gospel” and that no individual “ha[d] the right to interfere with God’s commands.”\textsuperscript{44} In terms of a constitutional basis for her claims, Prince argued that the laws “contravene[d] the Fourteenth Amendment by denying or abridging [her niece’s] freedom of religion and by denying to her the equal protection of the laws.”\textsuperscript{45}

The Court, in an opinion authored by Justice Rutledge, rejected Prince’s argument. The Court supported the state’s right to monitor behaviors in a family. The Court said that:

\begin{quote}
[T]he family itself is not beyond regulation in the public interest, as against a claim of religious liberty. . . . Acting to guard the general interest in youth’s wellbeing, the state as \textit{parens patriae} may restrict the parent’s control by requiring school attendance, regulating or prohibiting child’s labor, and in many other ways.\textsuperscript{46}
\end{quote}

Thus, the Court stated that grounding legal claims in matters of conscience or religion did not nullify a state’s police power.\textsuperscript{47}

Expanding upon this power, Justice Rutledge discussed mandatory vaccinations. He stated that a legal guardian “cannot claim freedom from compulsory vaccination for the child more than for himself on religious grounds. The right to practice religion freely does not include liberty to expose the community or the child to communicable disease or the latter to ill health or death.”\textsuperscript{48} Thus, the Court’s words created an understanding regarding a state’s ability to place restrictions upon parental discretion and, in a broader sense, a parent’s ability to refuse to vaccinate their children based upon religious reasons.

These three cases—\textit{Jacobson}, \textit{Zucht}, and \textit{Prince}—created a framework for compulsory immunization laws within the United States. Additionally, they laid the groundwork for the Court’s general attitude of refusing to interfere with the states’ discretion to set forth public health laws.\textsuperscript{49}

\section*{B. Vaccine Exemptions}

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{40} \textit{Id.} at 161–62.
\item \textsuperscript{41} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{42} \textit{Id.} at 159.
\item \textsuperscript{43} \textit{Mass. Gen. Laws Ch.} 149, §§ 69, 80–81 (1932).
\item \textsuperscript{44} \textit{Prince}, 321 U.S. at 162.
\item \textsuperscript{45} \textit{Id.} at 160.
\item \textsuperscript{46} \textit{Id.} at 166–67.
\item \textsuperscript{47} \textit{Id.} at 166.
\item \textsuperscript{48} \textit{Id.} at 166–67.
\item \textsuperscript{49} Bucchieri, \textit{supra} note 12, at 274.
\end{itemize}
i. Vaccine Skepticism: Misinformation Prior to the Covid-19 Pandemic

Perhaps the most recent “landmark” in the anti-vaccination movement occurred with the publication of the now-retracted 1998 article purporting to find a connection between autism and the Measles, Mumps and Rubella (“MMR”) vaccine. This article was published in the prominent medical journal, the Lancet, and authored by the now-unlicensed British surgeon Andrew Wakefield and twelve other medical professionals. Specifically, the article claimed to have identified “gastrointestinal disease and developmental regression in a group of previously normal children” who had been administered the MMR vaccine. The article generated significant media attention, and it led to the creation of organizations that sought to help families whose children’s autism had been allegedly caused by MMR vaccines.

Six years after this article’s publication, the Sunday Times published an exposé detailing the alleged improprieties committed by Wakefield during the course of the study. Among other misconduct, the article alleged that Wakefield had not “disclose[d that] he was being funded through solicitors seeking evidence to use against vaccine manufacturers” when he published the original article. A month later in March 2014, ten of the thirteen authors of the paper retracted the interpretation of their paper, stating: “We wish to make it clear that in this paper no causal link was established between MMR vaccine and autism as the data were insufficient.” Concurrently, the Lancet would issue a statement responding to the allegations stating that any relations between the litigation and Wakefield should have been disclosed. However, the Lancet denied the allegations of misconduct committed by Wakefield.

52 Id.
54 Brian Deer, Revealed: MMR research scandal, Times (Feb. 22, 2004, 12:00 AM), https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/revealed-mmr-research-scandal-7ncfntn8mjq.
55 Id. See also Brian Deer, How the case against the MMR vaccine was fixed, 342 Brit. Med. J. 77 (Jan. 2011), https://www.bmj.com/content/342/bmj.c5347.
58 Specifically, the editors of the Lancet denied that (1) ethics approval for the highly invasive procedures on the children had not been given; (2) ethics approval for a different study was actually used to clear this study;
On January 6, 2010, more than twelve years after the study’s original publication date, the British Medical Journal published an editorial noting that the “[c]lear evidence of falsification of data . . . close[d] the door on this damaging vaccine scare[.]” This was after Wakefield was found guilty of dishonesty and irresponsibility by the General Medical Council (“GMC”), the United Kingdom’s medical regulatory body, in January 2010.60 Wakefield was later disbarred.61 In February 2010, Wakefield’s article was formally retracted by the Lancet.52

While Wakefield’s tenure as a practicing medical doctor ended in February 2010, the repercussions of the retracted article have remained. For example, a national study conducted in the United States and published in January 2009 in Pediatrics found that “[a]lthough parents overwhelmingly share the belief that vaccines are a good way to protect their children from diseases, these same parents express concerns regarding the potential adverse effects and especially seem to question the safety of newer vaccines.”63 Additionally, misinformation about vaccines on social media has led to increased vaccine skepticism—even before the Covid-19 pandemic.64 Indeed, in a 2019 analysis of social media fake news trends by NBC News, vaccine misinformation was some of the most engaged with health news content.65 This discourse provided the backdrop against which Americans entered into the Covid-19 pandemic in early 2020.

ii. What are Vaccine Exemptions?

Vaccination exemptions for school matriculation typically fall into three categories: medical exemptions, religious exemptions, and philosophical exemptions. A medical exemption is generally defined as “a medical condition that prevents [an

and (3) children were invited to participate in the study rather than being referred by the Royal Free Hospital and School of Medicine in Hampstead, United Kingdom. Id.

60 Fiona Godlee et al., Wakefield’s article linking MMR vaccine and autism was fraudulent, 342 BRIT. MED. J. 64 (Jan. 1, 2011), https://www.bmj.com/content/342/bmj.c7452.


individual] from receiving a vaccine.”66 As of February 2021, all fifty states have medical exemptions from mandatory vaccinations.67

A religious vaccination exemption is understood to be an exemption based upon religious concerns.68 The conditions for achieving this exemption vary by state. For example, in Indiana “a student may not be required to undergo any testing, examination, immunization, or treatment . . . when a child’s parents objects [sic] on religious grounds.”69 To make this objection, the parents need only request a religious exemption in writing and sign the request.70 The parent then must deliver this request to the teacher.71 The statute is silent as to how long this exemption is valid, although case law suggests that these requests need to be periodically resubmitted.72 New Jersey has similar requirements. There, a parent seeking a religious exemption must only “submit[] a written, signed request for exemption from mandatory immunization(s) due to religious beliefs, [and] the statement should be accepted and the religious exemption granted.”73 The parent does not need to identify his or her religious denomination in order to make this request.74

Some states have relatively more rigorous processes. In Kansas, students seeking an exemption are required to submit “a written statement signed by one parent or guardian that the child is an adherent of a religious denomination whose religious teachings are opposed to such tests or inoculations” before May 15 of the following school year.75 Some states actually require an affidavit. For example, Nebraskan students seeking exemptions must submit an affidavit which is “signed by a legally authorized representative stating that the immunization conflicts with the tenets and practices of a recognized religious denomination of which the student is a member.”76 As of February 2021, forty-five states permitted religious exemptions from vaccinations for public school matriculation.77

Another non-medical exemption offered by some states is the philosophical exemption. Philosophical exemptions are provided for by statute and allow parents to exempt their children from school vaccination matriculation requirements if these requirements “contradict[] parental beliefs beyond those considered religious or

69 IND. CODE ANN. § 20-34-3-2 (West 2021).
70 Id.
71 Id.
72 See G.G.B.W. v. S.W., 80 N.E.3d 264, 267 (Ind. Ct. App. 2017) (“Mother then signed the form, and Child began attending the school unvaccinated. In subsequent years, Mother submitted the form without consulting Father, and Child has continued to attend the public school.”).
74 Id.
77 NCSL, supra note 67.
spiritual beliefs. These exemptions can include moral, philosophical, or personal beliefs that relate to vaccines.**78** Philosophical exemptions are usually not codified separately from a state’s religious requirements. Rather, the religious exemptions are written broadly enough to encompass a philosophical exemption. For example, Pennsylvania’s philosophical exemption is captured within its definition of a “Religious Exemption.” Pennsylvania Code Section 23.84(b) states: “Children need not be immunized if the parent, guardian or emancipated child objects in writing to the immunization on religious grounds or on the basis of a strong moral or ethical conviction similar to a religious belief.”**79** As of February 2021, fifteen states allowed for philosophical exemptions.**80**

The process by which a student obtains a philosophical exemption varies by state. For example, in Texas an applicant “must present to the school or child-care facility a completed, signed and notarized affidavit on a form provided by the department stating that the child’s parent, legal guardian, or the student declines vaccinations for reasons of conscience, including because of the person’s religious beliefs.”**81** The signed affidavit must be submitted to the school within ninety days of completion.**82** After submission, the affidavit is valid for a period of two years.**83** The previously described statutes are just some examples of philosophical exemption statutes from across different states.

### iii. The Mississippi Example

On the other end of the spectrum, some states have banned all religious and philosophical exemptions. For example, Mississippi prohibits all non-medical vaccine exemptions for school matriculation.**84** This broad prohibition sprung from the 1979 Mississippi Supreme Court decision, *Brown v. Stone.***85** *Brown* dealt with a school vaccination exemption obtained by six-year-old prospective student, Chad Brown. Chad’s family belonged to the Church of Christ.**86** Although the Church of Christ had no teachings against the use of medications or vaccinations, Chad’s father had “strong convictions against the use of any kind of medications . . . .”**87** Thus, Chad’s father obtained a certificate in accordance with the Mississippi Code requesting a vaccine exemption for public school attendance.**88** The Mississippi Code, in relevant part, said:

---


**79** 28 PA. CONS. STAT. § 23.84(b) (2021) (emphasis added).


**82** Id.

**83** Id.


**85** 378 So. 2d 218 (Miss. 1979).

**86** Id. at 220.

**87** Id.

**88** Id.
[A] certificate of religious exemption may be offered on behalf of a child by an officer of a church of a recognized denomination. This certificate shall certify that parents or guardians of the child are bona fide members of a recognized denomination whose religious teachings require reliance on prayer or spiritual means of healing.\(^\text{89}\)

Chad’s father presented a certificate stating that, while the church to which he belonged did not preach against the use of vaccines, Chad’s family did “have strong convictions against the use of any kind of medications and [that his church] respect[ed] his views.”\(^\text{90}\)

The Mississippi Supreme Court overturned the vaccination exemption statute. It found that the vaccination statute in question, which required vaccination “against certain crippling and deadly diseases particularly dangerous to children[,]” served:

\[A\]n overriding and compelling public interest, and that such interest extends to the exclusion of a child until such immunization has been effected, not only as a protection of that child but as a protection of the large number of other children comprising the school community and with whom he will be daily in close contact in the school room.\(^\text{91}\)

The Mississippi Supreme Court further clarified that a religious exemption would discriminate against the majority of schoolchildren under the equal protections provided by the Fourteenth Amendment.\(^\text{92}\)

Since 1979, Mississippi has forbidden non-medical vaccination exemptions for school enrollment. As a result, Mississippi has some of the highest vaccination rates in the country—estimated to be as high as 99%.\(^\text{93}\) This high vaccination rate has been credited in helping to prevent outbreaks of infectious diseases. For example, in April 2019 a traveler with measles visited the state.\(^\text{94}\) Despite this visit, there was no outbreak reported within Mississippi.\(^\text{95}\)

iv. Patterns in Exemptions: Past and Present

In spite of the divergence between states’ non-medical vaccination exemption statutes, some patterns emerge. One tendency is that vaccination exemption legislation is usually silent on when exemptions expire. For example, parents in Louisiana need only submit a completed form to their school district to

\(^{89}\) \text{MISS CODE ANN. § 37 (1972 Supp.).}\n\(^{90}\) \text{Brown, 378 So. 2d at 220.}\n\(^{91}\) \text{Id. at 222–23.}\n\(^{92}\) \text{Id. at 223.}\n\(^{93}\) \text{Kim Krisberg, \textit{In Mississippi, strong vaccine laws keeping measles at bay}, \textit{NATION’S HEALTH} (July 2019), \url{https://www.thenationshealth.org/content/49/5/E17}.}\n\(^{94}\) \text{Id.}\n\(^{95}\) \text{Id.}\n
obtain the exemption.96 As written, there is no expiration to this exemption.97 Similarly, Oklahoma’s statute provides no expiration for vaccination exemptions.98

A second tendency across state vaccination legislation has been to follow Mississippi’s example and completely eliminate non-medical vaccination exemptions. For instance, in 2019, New York Senate Bill 2994 banned all non-medical vaccination exemptions.99 This was in response to a nationwide measles outbreak whose origin was traced back to New York State; this outbreak infected more than 1,000 people in around twenty-eight states.100 Similarly, Washington State enacted House Bill 1638 in May 2019.101 This Bill removed the personal belief and philosophical exemption for the MMR vaccine requirement for public and private schools as well as day care centers.102 The Bill’s passage came in the midst of a measles outbreak in Washington State, with more than seventy cases reported at the time of the Bill’s signing in May 2019.103 Similarly, Maine took action in 2019. Spurred in part by the measles outbreak in other states—as well as having some of the highest non-medical vaccination exemption rates in the country—Maine enacted House Bill 586 in 2019.104 Bill 586 removed personal and religious belief exemptions for public school immunization requirements.105 Bill 586 generated significant backlash, and a referendum was held in 2020. However, Bill 586 was upheld, and the new restrictions will take effect in September 2021.106

Similarly, some states are trying to eliminate all non-medical vaccine exemptions for school matriculation. For instance, in March 2020 Illinois Senator Heather Steans introduced Senate Bill 3668 (“S.B. 3668”) to the Illinois General Assembly.107 S.B. 3668 sought to remove religious vaccination exemptions from Illinois law.108 While S.B. 3668 failed to gain traction, this move by Senator Steans is illustrative of the fact that vaccination exemptions are on the forefront of

99 Sandstrom, supra note 68.
106 H.R. 586. For an example of new restrictions, see Allyn, supra note 100.
108 Id.
lawmakers’ and constituents’ minds, with several states pondering whether or not to modify existent legislation regulation on non-medical vaccination exemptions for school matriculation.

A third tendency across vaccination exemption statutes is that many states abridge the rights of parents to send their non-vaccinated children to school during outbreaks of infectious diseases. For example, Texas law “permits a child to be excluded from school in times of emergency or epidemic declared by the commissioner of the department.”109 Similarly, Louisiana empowers schools to exclude non-vaccinated students from school in “the event of an outbreak of a vaccine-preventable disease at the location of an educational institution . . . .”110

Some states even give localities the power to compel non-vaccinated students during outbreaks to receive their vaccinations. For example, prior to March 29, 2021, Kentucky gave the Cabinet for Health and Family Services the power by emergency order during an epidemic to require immunization against the disease responsible for the epidemic of all inhabitants within the area of the disease’s spread.111 This power proved controversial. In February 2021, Kentucky lawmakers responded to constituents’ concerns that the Governor of Kentucky would mandate Covid-19 vaccinations—even though there were no such plans being discussed by Kentucky’s Governor.112 Kentucky lawmakers passed a bill abridging the Cabinet for Health and Family Services’ power to require the immunization of all persons during epidemics.113 As supporter of the bill, Kentucky Senator Mike Wilson, stated: “I am not an anti-vaxxer . . . . In the future though, we wanted to make sure [constituents] have an exemption.”114

This move by Kentucky lawmakers suggests three conclusions. First, it shows that allowing a state-by-state approach to vaccination exemption legislation allows for legislatures to pass laws in a reactionary manner. Second, it underscores the fact that religious exemptions are not disappearing in the near future; federal legislation seeking to eliminate religious vaccination exemptions ignores the reality that some states and constituents want religious exemptions to stay. Finally, it serves as a useful illustration of the fluidity of vaccination law when controlled at a state level.

v. Current Scholarship

Some politicians have taken the position that the federal government ought to regulate vaccination requirements. Indeed, several government officials have discussed the suitability of federal involvement in public health broadly. For example, former Deputy Secretary of the United States Department of Health and Human Services Eric Hargan discussed the limitations of federal responses to health crises generally in a 2008 interview. In considering the appropriateness of a federal
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government response to a public health crisis as detailed in 42 U.S.C. § 247d and §319 of the Public Health Service Act, Hargan noted that:

The federal government is constitutionally one of plenary state power, with federal authority primarily depending on one clause of the Constitution and one set of Supreme Court decisions for its wider powers. Even though there are also statutory powers, which give [the federal government] broad authority, they are not paired with appropriations to implement them.115

Here, former Deputy Secretary Hargan seemed to be calling for an exercise of congressional spending power so as to give the federal government the appropriations to back the federal government’s plenary authority.

In a more concrete move by a United States Representative from Florida in 2015, Representative Frederica Wilson proposed a bill to regulate vaccination requirements and eliminate all non-medical vaccine exemptions for school matriculation.116 Although the bill failed to get out of Committee, she reproposed the bill in 2019.117 In that same year, then FDA-Commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb suggested the federal regulation of vaccination requirements. His suggestion, however, centered on regulations by a federal agency rather than by Congress. In a February 19, 2019 television interview, Dr. Gottlieb told CNN:

Some states are engaging in such wide exemptions that they're creating the opportunity for outbreaks on a scale that is going to have national implications. [If] certain states continue down the path that they're on, I think they're going to force the hand of the federal health agencies.118

While Dr. Gottlieb was vague as to when or what measures would be taken by the federal health agencies, he elaborated further by saying that “[y]ou could mandate certain rules about what is and isn't permissible when it comes to allowing people to have exemptions.”119 This avenue provides another possible route by which the federal government could encourage greater vaccine compliance: through federal health agencies. While vague, this interview provided an avenue for federal action.

The suggestion that the federal government regulate vaccination policy is not novel within the legal scholarship context either.120 Some scholars have recommended general legislative intervention to eliminate philosophical vaccine
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exemptions.\textsuperscript{121} Others have proposed eliminating all non-medical vaccine exemptions through congressional action.\textsuperscript{122} Some have proposed that, instead of eliminating non-medical vaccine exemptions, a tax should be imposed by the federal government on those who seek to opt out of vaccinating their children.\textsuperscript{123} Still others have suggested eliminating all non-medical vaccination exemptions,\textsuperscript{124} with some scholars specifying that this elimination should be undertaken at the state level.\textsuperscript{125}

Thus, while the suggestion that the federal government regulate vaccination requirements is not novel, a federal vaccination requirement created by redrafting language of a previously proposed House Bill is an innovative suggestion—particularly where the revised bill preserves the option for states to retain religious vaccination exemptions for school matriculation.

II. FEDERAL POWER, STATES, AND PUBLIC HEALTH

A. FEDERAL AUTHORITY TO REGULATE PUBLIC HEALTH

From a macro-perspective, the federal government’s role in the regulation of public health is far from settled. Generally speaking, however, the federal government possesses “considerable authority to act and exert extensive control in the realm of public health and safety.”\textsuperscript{126} Specifically, the Necessary and Proper Clause\textsuperscript{127} of Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution allows Congress to make “all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution” the powers vested by the Constitution in the federal government of the United States.\textsuperscript{128}

Additionally, Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution permits Congress to tax and “provide for the . . . general Welfare of the United States.”\textsuperscript{129} The taxing power is integral to discussions of the use of the federal power to regulate public health because of both its ability to provide Congress with the funds to provide for public
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health measures, and its ability to allow Congress to “regulate risk behavior and influence health-promoting activities.” Most recently, legislation and Court decisions regarding the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010, known colloquially as the “Affordable Care Act,” have “opened the door for Congress to use its taxing power to achieve myriad policy objectives.”

Another source of congressional power lies in the congressional spending power. Article I, Section 8, Clause 1 of the Constitution grants Congress broad authority to spend for the general welfare of the people. The Spending Clause permits the federal government to control states, acting as “a contract in return for federal funds, the States agree to comply with federally imposed conditions.”

In the public health context, the congressional spending power reaches to a variety of federally funded programs, including public health programs. In education, the Spending Clause has been the cornerstone of major federal legislation such as the No Child Left Behind Act (“NCLBA”). While that broad federal power to legislate education was challenged by some states, the NCLBA’s testing regulations were upheld by the courts.

Thus, although still litigated, the federal government’s ability to regulate individual states’ health requirements is an established practice. With regard to childhood vaccination, as state health agencies are particularly reliant on federal funding, regulating vaccination requirements through the Spending Clause provides a feasible method through which vaccination regulation could be accomplished.

### B. LIMITATIONS ON FEDERAL AUTHORITY

Generally, there are three ways in which a congressional action can be found to be unconstitutional. First, a congressional action may be found unconstitutional if the conditions regarding the funding are unclear at the time that the grants are accepted by the state. Second, congressional actions may be found unconstitutional if the conditions on the use of federal property or privileges are not reasonably related
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to the federal government’s interest in particular national projects or programs.  

Third, congressional actions can be found unconstitutional if the financial inducement offered by Congress is “so coercive as to pass the point at which ‘pressure turns into compulsion.’”

Another way that federal power is limited is through the Tenth Amendment. The Supreme Court has interpreted the Tenth Amendment to prevent the federal government from requiring state officers to carry out federal directives. The commandeering principle prevents Congress from requiring states to pass mandatory laws. However, it does not prevent Congress from using its spending power to provide non-coercive incentives to the states to enact laws.

An additional constraint on federal authority to enact a law regulating vaccination requirements for school lies in the realm of conflicting legislation at the state level. Specifically, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 ("RFRA") prohibits the government from substantially burdening a person’s sincere exercise of religion. While the RFRA of 1993 was found to be an unconstitutional overreach of the federal government’s Fourteenth Amendment authority in City of Boerne v. Flores, several states have passed their own versions of RFRA. Other states have created RFRA-like protections through court decisions whereby state constitutions were liberally construed so as to provide such protections.

All of these methods provide important limitations to the ways that Congress can regulate vaccination policies, and all of these limitations need to be considered in light of any proposed vaccination policy.

III. THE VACCINATE ALL CHILDREN ACT OF 2019

A. BACKGROUND

On May 1, 2015, Representative Frederica Wilson introduced the “Vaccinate All Children Act of 2015” ("VACA 2015"). This bill was an attempt to regulate vaccination requirements through Congress’ spending powers, and it removed both religious and philosophical exemptions. However, it permitted medical
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(1) REQUIREMENT.—For a State or a political subdivision or other public entity of a State to be eligible to receive a grant under this section, the applicant shall demonstrate to the Secretary’s satisfaction that, subject to paragraphs (2) and (3), the State requires each student enrolled in one of the State’s public elementary schools or public secondary schools to be vaccinated in accordance with the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices.
exemptions. Although the bill had seventeen co-sponsors, it failed to reach a vote. Representative Wilson reintroduced the bill in 2019, citing the Washington measles outbreak. Again, the bill failed to reach a vote. The 2019 bill would have:

Prohibit[ed] the Department of Health and Human Services from awarding grants to public entities of a state for preventive health service programs unless the state institute[d] certain vaccination requirements for its public schools. Specifically, a state [would have had to] require each student in public elementary or secondary school to be vaccinated in accordance with the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices. The bill provide[d] an exception for students whose health would be endangered by vaccination in the opinion of a physician conforming to the accepted standard of medical care.

Thus, the Bill proposed a standardization of state vaccination requirements for school matriculation. It also provided for a complete elimination of non-medical vaccine exemptions.

VACA 2019 sought to enforce these changes by amending § 317 of the Public Health Service Act. VACA 2019 conditioned state preventive health service grants on the establishment of state requirements for public elementary and secondary students to be vaccinated for school attendance. In order for a state to be eligible to receive a preventative health grant, “the applicant shall demonstrate to the Secretary’s satisfaction that . . . the State requires each student enrolled in one of the State’s public elementary schools or public secondary schools to be vaccinated . . .”

B. AS WRITTEN, THE VACCINATE ALL CHILDREN ACT OF 2019 IS NOT A FEASIBLE SOLUTION

Although Congress could try to pass VACA 2019 as written—preserving its elimination of all non-medical vaccination exemptions for school entry—VACA 2019’s current drafting does not provide a viable solution to vaccination regulation in the United States. This is for two reasons. First, VACA 2019 is likely to succumb to constitutional challenges and public policy concerns. Second, VACA 2019 fails to address the highly partisan political landscape reflective of the current political arena and would likely fall victim to conflicting legislation at the state level. The following subsections will discuss each of these issues in turn.
i. Constitutionality & Social Equity Concerns of VACA 2019

The first issue with VACA 2019 as written is its prospective constitutionality. This dovetails with another issue: public policy. Beginning with issues relating to VACA 2019’s constitutionality, VACA 2019 falls prey to arguments that it is unconstitutional, as it is an unduly coercive measure of the states.

What makes a measure “coercive” varies. For example, the directive provided by the Court in *South Dakota v. Dole* in 1987 stated that “the financial inducement offered by Congress [must not be] so coercive as to pass the point at which ‘pressure turns into compulsion.’”156 There, the Court examined the financial inducement offered by Congress to the states to encourage them to raise their drinking ages to twenty-one.157 The financial inducement was a reduction in federal highway funding to states where the drinking age was below twenty-one.158 The Court found that this financial inducement, which would amount to a 5% loss of total highway funds to states that did not raise the drinking age, was not coercive.159 This was because Congress directed that states who failed to comply with the Act would “lose a relatively small percentage of certain federal highway funds.”160

A case that involved a coercive exercise of the congressional spending power is the 2012 case of *National Federation of Independent Businesses v. Sebelius*.161 *Sebelius* involved a challenge to the Affordable Care Act.162 Inter alia, *Sebelius* handled a Medicaid expansion that sought to increase the number of individuals covered by Medicaid.163 This expansion threatened non-compliant states with the loss of all Medicaid funds.164 While the majority in *Sebelius* found that this measure was coercive,165 not all members of the Court agreed with the characterization.166

The range of opinions in *Sebelius*—and range of criteria for determining coerciveness—did not provide a clear benchmark for what constitutes “coercive” measures by Congress. However, these opinions do seem to provide a starting point by which coercion within the Spending Clause context can be analyzed: one must look at the amount of the state budget which is being threatened.167
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VACA 2019 specifically threatened noncompliant states by withholding funding under 42 U.S.C. § 247b.\textsuperscript{168} This provision of the Code allows for the award of grants to states, political subdivisions of states, and to other public entities in order to “to assist them in meeting the costs of establishing and maintaining preventive health service programs.”\textsuperscript{169} The amount of money distributed by this program varies both by the state and the agency involved, with agencies other than the state eligible for awards.\textsuperscript{170} There is limited centralized information regarding the monies awarded under this section of the U.S. Code.\textsuperscript{171} Given this situation, there is not a simple way to calculate the total amount of a state’s budget that these funds comprise.

Yet even absent this information, VACA 2019 could be argued to be a “gun to the head”\textsuperscript{172} that is compelling states to act as Congress hopes. First, this is because VACA 2019 threatens states with the loss of all preventive health services grants under 42 U.S.C. § 247b. Per the plain language of VACA 2019, failure to comply with the law would render a state, public entity, or subdivision completely ineligible to receive preventative health grants. Like in \textsuperscript{567} U.S. 519, 581 (2012). states are threatened with not losing just a portion of their preventive health services grants, but all of them.

Connected with this constitutional concern is a question of social equity. Preventative health grants provide states with the latitude to address a variety of public health concerns.\textsuperscript{173} These grants have helped disadvantaged populations and municipalities with poor health care services in the United States since 1981.\textsuperscript{174} These grants have assisted communities to implement necessary programs such as water fluoridation, tuberculosis laboratory testing, and sexual assault response units.\textsuperscript{175} By hinging the receipt of these grants on vaccination requirements, VACA 2019 would have a disproportionate effect on poorer municipalities who are more dependent on the preventative health grants for health care services. Consequently, VACA 2019 forces states that wish to preserve a religious exemption to sacrifice the wellbeing of some of their neediest residents—many of whom are receiving public health services through the benefit of federal preventative health grants.

In sum, more information is needed regarding how large an effect the withdrawal of preventative health grants would have on a state’s total health budget, ultimately allowing for an evaluation of the coerciveness VACA 2019.
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absent this analysis, the current text of VACA 2019 has a strong countervailing factor playing against its passage: the prospective adverse consequences on needier municipalities and residents in given states. By forcing states who wish to preserve their religious exemption to make a choice between religious vaccination exemptions and preventative health grants, the wellbeing of these states’ residents would be jeopardized. This problem is mitigated by revising VACA 2019 to allow states to provide a religious exemption option if they so choose, allowing states to maintain their religious exemptions without sacrificing the needs of their neediest residents.

ii. Practical Politics: Partisanship & RFRA Challenges

Even assuming that VACA 2019 is not an unconstitutional overreach of the congressional spending power and presents limited concerns with respect to social equity, VACA 2019 is not a practical solution to the variety of vaccination exemptions across the states. This is because VACA 2019’s proposal to eliminate all non-medical exemptions to school vaccinations would not be passed through a heavily divided Congress.

VACA 2019 supporters seem to have considered partisanship concerns when evaluating the Bill. For example, in a description of the Bill by non-governmental legislative tracking tool GovTrack, the context read that “[f]ive states—a mix of red and blue states—currently allow no exemptions except for medical reasons: California, Maine, Mississippi, New York, and West Virginia.” The implication drawn from this description seems to be that partisan issues raised by the elimination of all non-medical exemptions are resolved by the fact that two of these five states tend to vote for Republican candidates (thus, falling under the categorization of “red” states). Crucially, however, this argument overlooks the fact that the forty-five states on both sides of the political spectrum have declined to eliminate vaccine exemptions and have preserved religious exemptions.

An additional challenge to VACA 2019’s feasibility lies in the presence of states’ Religious Freedom Restoration Acts (“RFRAs”). As of February 2021, twenty-one states had enacted RFRAs. Several other states had preserved additional religious protections through the common law.

State RFRAs typically mirror the language of the 1993 federal RFRA. For example, Oklahoma’s RFRA (known as “ORFA”), lays out the following:

A. Except as provided in subsection B of this section, no governmental entity shall substantially burden a person’s free
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exercise of religion even if the burden results from a rule of general applicability.

B. No governmental entity shall substantially burden a person’s free exercise of religion unless it demonstrates that application of the burden to the person is:

1. Essential to further a compelling governmental interest; and
2. The least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmental interest.\(^{180}\)

ORFA is one example of a state RFRA that could stonewall VACA 2019’s success if VACA 2019 were passed as written. If VACA 2019 were enacted, the federal government would need to show how its promulgation of a vaccination mandate for public primary and secondary schools with no religious exemptions—even where a religious denomination may have a core doctrinal objection to vaccinations—would be furthering a compelling governmental interest and was achieving this interest through the least restrictive means.

Although analyzing both the probability of litigation and success of the same to VACA 2019 is beyond the scope of this Note, this discussion brings up a single important fact: there is a large probability of litigation implicated by VACA 2019. The partisanship challenges, coupled with current state legislation that may directly conflict with VACA 2019, render the passage of VACA 2019 unwise where a simpler and more economically sound option is available: a revised VACA 2019 which permits a closely regulated cluster of religious vaccination exemptions.

IV. THE SOLUTION

The above objections to VACA 2019 could be addressed in a redrafted bill: “Vaccinate All Children Act of 2021” (“VACA 2021”). VACA 2021 would include a provision permitting for religious vaccination exemptions. It would eliminate philosophical and personal exemptions. VACA 2021 would also provide an option for states which have already elected to eliminate all non-medical vaccination exemptions, preserving the ability of the states themselves to decide if they wish to allow religious vaccination exemptions in the first instance. In doing so, VACA 2021 would provide a solution to VACA 2019’s problems of constitutionality, public policy, partisanship, and state legislative challenges.

VACA 2021 adds three main sections to VACA 2019. First, VACA 2021 creates a section allowing for religious exemptions. Next, VACA 2021 specifies exactly which states are affected by the Bill, carefully tailoring the proposed religious exemption language to ensure that states that have opted to ban all non-medical vaccine exemptions are not affected by VACA 2021. Third, VACA 2021 adds to the current definitions section of VACA 2019 in order to clarify the terms used in VACA 2021. Each of these suggestions will be discussed in turn.

A. ALLOWING FOR RELIGIOUS EXEMPTIONS

\(^{180}\) OKLA. STAT. tit. 51 § 253 (2021).
To begin, VACA 2021 adds a section to VACA 2019 allowing for a group of closely regulated religious vaccination exemptions. This Section could be drafted as follows:

(3) Vaccination exception based upon sincerely held religious beliefs

Unless otherwise exempted under the terms of paragraph 4, a State shall provide individuals who satisfy the below qualifications with the following religious vaccination exemption option. In order to qualify for said religious vaccination exemption from mandatory school entry vaccination requirements laid out under the terms of Section 3 of this Act, a student must submit an affidavit:

(A) before the beginning of each school year to the individual in charge of the health program at the student’s school at a date specified by the school district;

(B) certifying that the child holds sincerely held religious beliefs that preclude the child from receiving the requisite vaccinations for public school attendance; and

(C) supporting such affidavit with an additional affidavit from his or her parents or with the affidavit of a religious minister.

This proposed Section provides several advantages. First, it lays out a clear process by which a student can obtain a religious exemption. This procedure would serve to standardize both the process and the scope of religious exemptions across all states. Additionally, it allows for individual school districts to retain discretion and agency within this process by permitting these districts to choose the date each year on which they would receive these exemption letters.

In addition, Subsection C adds an extra layer of administrative approval to the exemption process discussed generally in Section 3. Subsection C ensures that individuals with sincerely held beliefs regarding vaccinations would be able to obtain these exemptions. However, by forcing the student to consult with another party in the process of seeking an exemption, the student is required to consider whether or not he or she wishes to pursue an exemption. Thus, although individuals with highly personalized beliefs against vaccines who claim such beliefs are religious (like the plaintiff in Brown) would still be able to opt out of vaccination if they had the requisite paperwork, the number of these individuals who would opt-in to this condition would likely be lessened by the administrative tedium created by this Act.

Moreover, VACA 2021 avoids prospective Establishment Clause and ministerial exception challenges by allowing either a parent or a minister to submit a supporting affidavit. For example, had VACA 2021 only allowed for a supporting affidavit from a minister, VACA 2021 would likely given way to arguments that it gives preferences to conventional religious beliefs. As stated by the Court in
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Employment Division v. Smith, courts must apply heightened scrutiny with the “application of a neutral, generally applicable law to religiously motivated action.” This heightened scrutiny would greatly increase the likelihood of the failure of this provision of VACA 2021.

In addition to this potential problem, even using the term “minister” raises constitutional issues. Given the thorny issue of precisely who qualifies as a minister, if VACA 2021 only allowed for a supporting affidavit from a “minister,” it could succumb to challenges that it was encroaching into the territory of churches to define their ministers. Thus, by mandating that either a parent, legal guardian, or a minister submit a supporting affidavit, VACA 2021 avoids these issues.

In sum, these revisions to VACA 2019 would lessen the number of individuals who actually pursued the vaccination exemption. Moreover, by standardizing and formalizing the process, VACA 2021 would create a uniform application of vaccine exemption law for school matriculation; this would help to avoid the inconsistencies between states’ application elaborated in Section I. Prospective partisan issues would also be put to rest since states would still be permitted to allow religious exemptions should they so desire, and local governments would have agency in deciding when they required their local exemption letters to be due each year.

B. PRESERVING A STATE’S AUTHORITY TO BAN NON-MEDICAL EXEMPTIONS

Next, VACA 2021 would specify precisely to which states these recommendations apply. Remembering that the aim of VACA 2021 is to standardize and narrow vaccination exemptions in states that decide to retain exemptions, it is important that the revised Act not infringe upon the rights of states who wish to eliminate all non-medical exemptions. This goal could be accomplished by the following language:

(4) Scope of religious vaccination exemptions and applicability to States that decline to recognize non-medical vaccination exemptions

The religious vaccination exemption condition described in Section 3, paragraph 3 (1) shall only apply to a student with sincerely held religious beliefs and (2) such exemption shall not apply in States where, either by ballot or legislative action, the State has banned non-medical vaccine exemptions. (3) Such ballots or legislative measures by the States shall not be construed to abridge or alter the substance of this Act.

This provision sets the scope of the applicability of the exemptions provided in VACA 2021. Paragraph 4 sets forth the clear intention that states that have decided to
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eliminate or limit non-medical vaccination exemptions either by ballot or legislative order—like Mississippi, New York, Maine, and Washington—need not begin to permit non-medical vaccination exemptions because of VACA 2021. Additionally, this provision preserves states’ rights to choose how they wish to eliminate non-medical vaccination exemptions should they decide to do so in the future—whether it be by legislative action or by ballot.

C. DEFINING TERMS

Finally, the revised Act would define the new terms it introduces. In the new definitions section, VACA 2021 would define the terms “religious vaccination exemption,” “sincerely held religious beliefs,” “parent,” and “minister.” The Definitions Section of VACA 2021 could look as follows:

(5) Definitions

In this subsection:

(A) The term Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices means the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices established by the Secretary, acting through the Director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.184

(B) The terms elementary school and secondary school have the meanings given to such terms in section 8101 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.185

(C) The phrase religious vaccination exemption is defined as a provision created by this Act that allows children to be exempted from mandatory school vaccination if such vaccination contradicts their sincerely held religious beliefs.186

(D) The phrase sincerely held religious beliefs means people who belong to organized religions or whose belief system treats issues of ultimate concern of a religious, ethical, or moral nature.187

(E) The term parent shall mean the lawful father, mother, caretaker, or legal guardian of a person.188

---

185 Id.
186 This definition relies on language drafted by the National Conference of State Legislatures. NCSL, supra note 67.
188 This language relies on the definition and explanation provided by What is Parent, LAW DICTIONARY https://thelawdictionary.org/parent/ (last visited May 8, 2021).
(F) The term minister means all regularly ordained ministers of the gospel or elders in communion with some church, even if the cleric does not perform religious functions for an individual congregation, such as a minister of the gospel, a priest, a bishop, an archbishop, imam or rabbi.¹⁸⁹

By defining the previously described categories, VACA 2021 clarifies the overall goal of VACA 2021: to standardize and formalize the religious exemptions offered across the country while respecting and preserving the diversity and dignity of religious beliefs in the United States.

CONCLUSION

Well before the Covid-19 pandemic, the United States experienced outbreaks of previously eradicated childhood diseases.¹⁹⁰ In response to these outbreaks, some members of Congress proposed a legislative solution in the form of the Vaccinate All Children Act. Proposed first in 2015 and again in 2019, the Vaccinate All Children Act failed to reach a vote on either occasion.

This Note has argued that this failure was due in large part to the Vaccinate All Children Act’s failure to provide states with the option to preserve religious vaccination exemptions. By revising the Vaccinate All Children Act to include a narrowly defined and standardized religious exemption provision which would be renewed by the child and his or her parents at the start of each school year, the Vaccinate All Children Act becomes a palatable solution to the checkerboard of differing vaccination requirements and enforcement across the country.

There has never been a better time to enact a federal legislative solution to school vaccination law. With families in the United States dealing with more than a year of school closures, lack of childcare, and economic distress, the societal need to protect our children and keep our schools competitive is on the forefront of Americans’ minds. Especially as public health officials will soon be coping with the possibility of another mandatory vaccination—the Covid-19 vaccine—these issues should be addressed now in order to stop the mutation of the Covid-19 virus, and hopefully, prevent future outbreaks and pandemics.

¹⁸⁹ The language from this definition borrows from Florida Statutes § 741.07 and Indiana Code § 31-11-6-1. FLA. STAT. § 741.07 (2021); IND. CODE § 31-11-6-1 (2021).
¹⁹⁰ See supra Section I.
V. APPENDIX

Vaccinate All Children Act of 2021

To amend the Public Health Service Act to condition receipt by States (and political subdivisions and public entities of States) of preventive health services grants on the establishment of a State requirement for students in public elementary and secondary schools to be vaccinated in accordance with the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Vaccinate All Children Act of 2021."

SECTION 2. REQUIRING STUDENTS AT PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS TO BE VACCINATED.

(a) REQUIREMENT.—Section 317 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 247b) is amended by adding at the end the following:

n) REQUIRING STUDENTS AT PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS TO BE VACCINATED.—

'(1) REQUIREMENT.—For a State or a political subdivision or other public entity of a State to be eligible to receive a grant under this section, the applicant shall demonstrate to the Secretary's satisfaction that, subject to paragraphs (2) and (3), the State requires each student enrolled in one of the State’s public elementary schools or public secondary schools to be vaccinated in accordance with the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices.

(2) EXCEPTION FOR CHILD’S HEALTH.— The funding condition described in paragraph (1) shall not apply with respect to a student if a duly registered and licensed physician submits a written certification at the beginning of the school year to the individual in charge of the health program at the student's school—

(A) certifying that the physician has personally examined the student during the preceding 12 months;

191 Sections 1 and 2 of VACA 2021 rely on the original language of H.R. 2527, 116th Cong. (2019).
(B) certifying that, in the physician's opinion, the physical condition of the student is such that the student's health would be endangered by the vaccination involved; and

"(C) demonstrating (to the satisfaction of the individual in charge of the health program at the student's school) that the physician's opinion conforms to the accepted standard of medical care.

SEC. 3. ALLOWING STUDENTS AT PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS WITH SINCERELY HELD RELIGIOUS BELIEFS TO BE EXEMPTED FROM MANDATORY VACCINATION.

(3) Vaccination exception based upon sincerely held religious beliefs

Unless otherwise exempted under the terms of paragraph 4, a State shall provide individuals who satisfy the below qualifications with the following religious vaccination exemption option. In order to qualify for said religious vaccination exemption from mandatory school entry vaccination requirements laid out under the terms of Section 3 of this Act, a student must submit an affidavit:

(A) before the beginning of each school year to the individual in charge of the health program at the student’s school at a date specified by the school district;

(B) certifying that the child holds sincerely held religious beliefs that preclude the child from receiving the requisite vaccinations for public school attendance; and

(C) supporting such affidavit with an additional affidavit from his or her parents or with the affidavit of a religious minister.

(4) Scope of religious vaccination exemptions and applicability to States that decline to recognize non-medical vaccination exemptions

The religious vaccination exemption condition described in Section 3, paragraph 3 (1) shall only apply to a student with sincerely held religious beliefs and (2) such exemption shall not apply in States where, either by ballot or legislative action, the State has banned non-medical vaccine exemptions. (3) Such ballots or legislative measures by the States shall not be construed to abridge or alter the substance of this Act.
(b) APPLICATION.—The amendment made by subsection (a) applies only with respect to fiscal years beginning after the date that is 6 months after the date of enactment of this Act.\footnote{Id.}

(5) Definitions

In this subsection:

(A) The term \textit{Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices} means the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices established by the Secretary, acting through the Director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.\footnote{Id.}

(B) The terms \textit{elementary school} and \textit{secondary school} have the meanings given to such terms in section 8101 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.\footnote{Id.}

(C) The phrase \textit{religious vaccination exemption} is defined as a provision created by this Act that allows children to be exempted from mandatory school vaccination if such vaccination contradicts their sincerely held religious beliefs.\footnote{Id.}

(D) The phrase \textit{sincerely held religious beliefs} means people who belong to organized religions or whose belief system treats issues of ultimate concern of a religious, ethical, or moral nature.\footnote{Id.}

(E) The term \textit{parent} shall mean the lawful father, mother, caretaker, or legal guardian of a person.\footnote{Id.}

(F) The term \textit{minister} means all regularly ordained ministers of the gospel or elders in communion with some church, even if the cleric does not perform religious functions for an individual congregation, such as a minister of the gospel, a priest, a bishop, an archbishop, imam or rabbi.\footnote{Id.}

\footnote{See supra note 186 and accompanying text.}
\footnote{See supra note 187 and accompanying text.}
\footnote{See supra note 188 and accompanying text.}
\footnote{See supra note 189 and accompanying text.}